Intel China Research Centre
Welcomes you to Beijing for Session #37
Why go to China again?

- Modern Beijing has lot to offer in history and hospitality
- Showcase IEEE Standard 802.16 to the burgeoning market in China
- China has ~200 million+ wireless users
- Excellent potential for Broadband Wireless Services growth
- Need to showcase new IEEE 802.16e standard being completed!
Introduction to Beijing

- Beijing, the capital of the People's Republic of China, is the nation's political and cultural centre.
- Modern Beijing is a vibrant city with long history and dynamic development.
- Beijing hosts the 2008 Olympics
- Continental Monsoon climate, Good weather in May
  - Average 58~82 F (14-28 C)
Sightseeing

- A long history has left several famous heritage sites which possess great aesthetic and cultural value.

Forbidden City, The Great Wall, The Ming Tombs, The Summer Palace,
The Temple of Heaven, Tian'anmen Square.
The Lama Temple, Fragrant Hills Park, Zhongshan Park,
Eating out in Beijing!

- **Beijing Cuisine**
  - Peking Roast Duck
  - Imperial Cuisine
  - Hotpot

- **Other Chinese traditional cuisine from different regions**
  - Cantonese Cuisine
  - Sichuan Cuisine
  - Hunan Cuisine
  - Dongbei Cuisine
  - Huaiyang Cuisine
  - Shanghai Cuisine
  - Shaanxi & Shanxi Cuisine
Century Golden Resources Hotel, located in the city's business quarter with easy access to the famous Summer Palace and Great Wall. 35-minute drive from the Beijing International Capital Airport.

Costs

- **Hotel**
  - Room rate (special): $100 per room night
  - Breakfast included

- **Meeting Services**
  - Chinese/Buffet Lunch provided
  - Morning / Afternoon / evening coffee tea breaks during the meeting

- **Social Event (Sponsored by Intel)**
  - Half-day city tour – Great Wall (*rare opportunity!*)
  - Traditional Chinese Dinner Show

- **Registration**
  - Pre-registration – USD 200
  - On-site – USD 220
Other Information

Electricity: 220v, 50 Hz
Currency: 1.00 USD = 8.28 CNY

United States Dollars
China Yuan RMB
The meeting will be hosted by Intel China Research Centre (ICRC), and supported by TC5 of China Communication Standards Association (CCSA-TC5).